A B S T R A C T The performance of a direct sequence spread spectrum multiple access (DS/SS-MA) system operating in an indoor milieu characterised by a Rician fading multipath channel is evaluated. The system employs selection diversity and differential phase shift keying as the modulation. The performance of the system is presented for Itician channels with parameters derived from reported actual channel measurements a t data rates of 32, 64, and 144 kbits/s. It is found that the performance of these systems can be enhanced by exploiting the frequency diversity characteristic inherent in DS/SS signals. It is shown that the improvement in system performance is greatest when space diversity reception operates in tandem with DS/SS modulation.
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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
Interest has recently been expressed in systems t o provide wireless communications within buildings [l-31. Such systems must operate over channels which can be expected t o produce alarge amount of m dtipath fading [4, 5] . A system to operate in such an environment has been proposed [1, 2] which employs direct-sequence spread spectrum multiple access (DS/SS-MA) techniques with selection diversity. This scheme was analyzed in this proposal assuming the indoor environment could be modelled by a Rayleigh fading channel. More recently, measurements of some actual indoor propagation characteristics [4] have suggested that a Rician channel model is more appropriate. In this paper we would like to consider the performance of a DS/SS-MA schemes in a Rician fading environment, in the context of the cellular access digital network (CADN) architecture recently proposed. The new CADN architecture is intended provide a systematic framework for indoor wireless communications (IWC) by merging the capabilities of cellular technology with that of indoor digital radio transmission technologies.
S Y S T E M M O D E L
In the indoor wireless communication system under consideration, we assume that there are K users simultaneously trying to communicate with a base station using differential phase shift keying (DPSK) and DS/SS modulation within a star network configuration. This system forms a basic cell known as a indoor cell site (ICs) in the proposed CADN architecture. The base or central station can in turn be linked t o other base stations (indoor or outdoor cell sites) or may tie-in to Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) services based on the proposed digital cellular standards.
In each ICs, multiple actess within a spread spectrum system is achieved by assigning each user a distinct spread spectrum code sequence from a collection of known spreading sequences with low crosscorrelation properties. This allows the receiver a t the base station to separate the different received signals on the basis of code-division multiplexing. The signal transmitted by the kth user in this system is given by S k ( l ) = Akak(t)bk(t)cos(w~t 4-+k),
(1) where 6 k ( t ) is a nonreturn to zero (NRZ) pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) signal representing the differentially encoded binary data stream . . . ,6i1,6i,6i,. . . (6: E (-1, l}) , to be transmitted, a k ( t ) is a similar signal corresponding t o the periodic spreading sequence assigned to the kth user ( U : E {-l,l}), w c is the common (angular)
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carrier frequency, +k is the carrier phase, and Ak is the transmitted signal amplitude. An entire period of the spreading sequence occurs in each data symbol period. Thus if T, is the duration of a bit in the spreading sequence, N is the period of the spreading sequence, and T the duration of a data symbol, then clearly T = NT,. One of the problems that we face in such a system is that the users are at significantly different geographic positions with respect to the receiver, and so the attenuation in propagating from the user to the base station may widely vary. If all users transmitted with equal power then we might find that a user nearby the base station may correlate more with another more distant user's spreading sequence than the signal received from that user thereby making communication from the distant user impossible. To mitigate against the possibility that certain signals from such nearby users may swamp the receivers for other signals, we assume that the Ak's may be adjusted so that all signals from the individual users arrive at the base station with the same average power. Such a situation is referred to as "perfect power control".
The lowpass equivalent impulse response of the multipath fading channel between the kth user and the base station can be modelled as the sum of the lowpass impulse responses of the individual 'paths' that are discernable in the particular situation with the given signal:
where P l k , ~l k and ~l k are the gain, delay and phase respectively of the Ith path identified between the kth user and the base station, and L represents the maximum number of paths that may be discernable. (Note that to resolve two paths with our transmitted signal, their delay difference must be a t least one chip time T,. The ability t o resolve signals arriving on paths with different delays is one of the inherent advantage of DS/SS signalling.) For our analysis we will assume that there is no significant intersymbol interference as a result of the multipath fading phenomena, i.e., the maximum multipath delay spread, T,, is much less than the data symbol duration T . Hence, L = LTm/T,] + 1, where 1. 1 denotes the largest integer less than or equal to 2. Furthermore, we assume that 711; may be described by a random variable uniformly distributed over [0, TI, the path phase 6'lk = q$k -~l k may be described by a random variable uniformly distributed over [0,27r] , P l k may be described by a Rician random variable, and all these random variables for the different 1 and k are independent. The density function of a Rician random variable P depends on two parameters: xvhere s is a "noncentrdity paramctcr," s2 + 20' is the mean-square value of P, and I , is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order zero. The ratio K = a u / s from such a density function is found t o be of particularly significance in considering the DS/SShfA systems. It corresponds t o the square root of the power ratio between the random and specular or dominant path component. In our analysis, with the Ak'S adjusted for constant average power as previously described, the products A k P l k will be assumed to be given by independent identically distributed Rician random variables G l k .
The receiver a t the base station consists of a number of antennas (to provide space diversity) with an bank of filters (containing one filter matched to the code waveform of each user) connected to each.
The largest signal among the corresponding filter outputs is d e c t e d and passed to the DPSK demodulator and threshold detector. We assume that the received signal is corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise. Thus the signal at the input of each bank o f filters can be shown to be given by 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
To gauge the performance of the system we would like to compute the average probability of error as a function of the average signal-tonoise ratio. To compute this we may choose one user as a reference user and calculate the average probability of error for any particular received data symbol. Here we will arbitrarily choose user 1 and the data symbol b!. Let g,(t) and g,(t) be the in-phase and quadrature components of the output of the filter matched to user 1 assuming a sampling instant at t = T. If we denote z1 as the complex envelope of the matched lilter output a t the sampling instant, then z1 = g,(T) i- The noise terms r] and v are independent Gaussian random variables and Let us denote by zz the complex envelope of the matched filter output at the previous sampling instant (t = -T). Since the fading is slow compared to the data rate, it is reasonable t o assume that the path characteristics are identical to those used in computing z1, so that 22 differs from z1 only due to a shift in the data bits and a changed noise sample. As a result, the output of the DPSK demodulator at the sampling instant in the case of no diversity is given by the decision variable, l? = Re 
IV. RESULTS A N D CONCLUSIONS
The above results were used to determine the performance of DS/SS-MA schemes as described for several different scenarios derived from some reported channel characteristics. Specifically, the By comparjng the performance of the system under various scenarios we conclude that DS/SS diversity alone (i.e., when M = L) improves the system performance significantly over a simple DPSK system which has no diversity. However, we can see that the combination of DS/SS diversity and space selection diversity (for which M 2 2L) provides much greater performance improvement. In most cases, the combination of path and space diversity allows the system to attain bit error rate (BER) performances better than lo-'. From rates up to approximately 120 kbit/s for dl 2 L , with the system having slightly better performance in the classical building at data rates above 120 kbit/s. It should b e noted that these comparisons are made on the basis of a common multipath delay profile. In reality, the multipath delay spread in the classical interior building will be wider than in the open office envirnoment. This would be expected to degrade the system performance in the classical environment in comparison to the open office environment with the result that the open ofice environment will usually be a friendlier environment for the system. The performance of tlie system under the vaiiety of conditions sliown in Table 1 and other relevant parameter values were determined. These results were able to provide the irreducible bit error rate performance of the scheme as a function of key system variables such as (a) the number of users ( X ) , (b) the number of discernable paths L or equivalently tlie amount of the time delay spread (see Fig.  3 ), and (c) the information data rate 1/T (see Fig. 4 \ \ re can see from these figures that the bit error rate performances of the system is sensitive to the multipath delay spread T, and lience the number of received multipaths components L , and the degree of dominance of one path component in the received signal (i.e., the parameter K ) . In summary, we should point out that we have limited our study of the system performance to the combination of DS/SS and switched space diversity. One could perhaps improve on these results by exploiting the more complex maximal ratio combining instead of the switched diversity. \Vc have seen, however, that quite satisfactory bit error rates are achievable tvith simple switched diversity.
